Assignment:
Find the demonstration VB programs. They are located on the system at:

R:\cs132\demo\*.exe

Copy them onto your space on the system, perhaps to somewhere on drive A: or somewhere on drive I:.

Run them, in particular find the errors (bugs) in the two programs named PantherBurger and WidgetSales. There is one error in each of these programs that can be found with a little testing. The error might be in a calculation (it is a glaring error) or it might be in the way the program interacts with the user.

Hand In:
Nothing.

Email:
Send your TA an eMail message with a one-sentence description of each of the two errors above. Also attach one of the executable codes above to the eMail. Send yourself a copy of the eMail so that you can be sure it all worked, and so that you can defend yourself in the event that the TA loses the eMail sent to him or her.